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Introduction
Modeling the metabolism enables characterizing of the potential metabolic

Figure 1: From annotated genomes, genome-scale metabolic networks are reconstructed and constraint-
based[4] or topological methods [1] permit the understanding of metabolism.

State-of-the-art for deciphering cooperation and competition potentials of a com-
munuty

Figure 2: Numerical methods quantify exchanged metabolites within small bacterial communities. Unlike
of them, discrete modeling can be scaled to natural communities. Both methods use pairwise analysis [2]

.

Main Objective

Characterize communities as cooperative or competitive from scores

Figure 3: From bacterial communities, we build cooperation and competition scores in order to characterize
communities as cooperative or competitive.

Materials and Methods
Descriptive rules of the community interactions based on discrete method

Figure 4: We show in this figure how exchanged metabolites are computed. To characterize cooperative
and competition communities, we use ASP [3] that describes the metabolism under list of facts and rules.

Mathematical expressions of cooperation scores
Scope(G,S) =

∪
i

Mi

where M0 = S and Mi+1 = Mi ∪ products(r) ∈ R | reactants(r) ⊆ Mi

where S the seed compounds according to the metabolic network G.
number of producible compounds (∆score) :

scope(Gcom,S) -
∪
i∈G

scope(Gi,S)

number of activable reactions (ρscore) :
scope(Gcom,R) -

∪
i∈G

scope(Gi,R

where R ∈ Reactions of a metabolic network G.
number of exchanged compounds (Πscore) =

scope(Gs,S), not reactant(S,Gt), products(S,Gt)
where s and t ∈ G and s != t.
Experimental design for creating a benchmark and testing scores

Figure 5: From reference genomes of differents ecosystems, we randomly create 50 communities of size
ranging from 3 to 150. Cooperative scores are computed and compared.

Results
Distribution brings by cooperation scores

Figure 6: For each community size and ecosystems, we plot in pairwise cooperation scores to evaluate
the added-value and the distribution brought by each score. Here, we plot 50 communities of size = 150
bacteria.

Rho score distribution within different ecosystems

Figure 7: Distribution of ρ score in all ecosystems and for a community size = 3, 75 and 150. We observe
that metrics distributions are different for each ecosystems except for a community size = 75 bacteria.

Conclusions and forthcoming research
• Our metrics highlight differences between ecosystems regarding the co-
operation potentials

• Cross validation methods could be implemented to validate the differ-
ences observed.
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